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Abstract

Forced ignition is one of most fundamental and important problems in combustion. Understanding
forced ignition is important not only for fundamental combustion research but also for developing ad-
vanced combustion engines and controlling of fire and accidental explosions. Though providing physical
interpretation and helpful insights on ignition process, classical ignition theory is constrained by the as-
sumptions of simplified chemistry and flow. OpenFOAM is a useful numerical tool for ignition research.
We have assessed the effects of complicated chemistry (e.g., low-temperature) and flow (e.g., turbulence
or other imposed flow) on forced ignition processes using EBIdnsFoam developed based on OpenFOAM
at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. In this talk, the effects of low temperature chemistry on hot particle
induced ignition of dimethyl ether/air mixtures and on ignition kernel development and flame propagation
in a dimethyl ethe-air mixing layer will be first presented. Then, the effects of electrodes and imposed flow
on forced ignition in laminar premixed hydrogen/air mixtures with large Lewis number will be discussed.
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